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The mission of the San Francisco SPCA is to save and protect 
animals, to provide care and treatment, to advocate for their 
welfare, and to enhance the human-animal bond.
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Founded on April 18, 1868, the San Francisco SPCA has served as a safety 
net for 144 years. We are one of San Francisco’s most enduring and respected 
institutions, as well as a national leader in animal welfare. This year, we launched 
Vision 2020, our ambitious plan to end animal abandonment in San Francisco.
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What a year. And what a team. 
Our mission has always been, and continues to be, to save and 
protect animals, to provide care and treatment, to advocate for  
their welfare, and to enhance the human-animal bond. Over the 
years, the faces of the San Francisco SPCA have changed, but  
our core commitment has always remained the same. 

We are so happy to share with you the results from fiscal year 
2011–2012 in these pages. This year, we grew each and every one 
of our programs. You’ll see how our many successes are helping  
us toward our long-term goals. As you review the metrics, you will 
notice a trend—that we continue to surpass our short-term goals.

Since we depend wholly on the support of private donors, we know 
how important it is to show you how we have put your generosity to 
work. But as we review the past, we want to make sure to illustrate 
for you how these successes are moving us toward our future. The 
ultimate finish line: to end animal abandonment in San Francisco  
by 2020. 

The San Francisco SPCA is extremely proud of the strides we’ve 
made due to the endless work, dedication, and innovation of our 
team—a team that includes you. Don’t mistake this pride for hubris, 
but rather as an indication that what we are doing is working. Over 
the past calendar year, surrender of dogs and cats to San Francisco 
shelters has dropped 5.5 percent. We can imagine a city where no 
animal is homeless, and we know how to get there.

We want to take this opportunity to introduce you to our 
groundbreaking and audacious blueprint, which we call Vision 2020. 
We’ve organized this year’s annual report to illustrate how each of 
our programs moves the needle closer to reaching this goal. 

You are on this journey with us. We thank you. They thank you.

Jennifer Scarlett, DVM 
Co-President

Jason Walthall 
Co-President

Jason Walthall & Jennifer Scarlett, DVM 
Co-Presidents
with their friends, adoptable kitten, Parsnip and Scarlett’s dog, Huri
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Expenses 
$22.2M

 34% Hospital

 25% Adoption

 15% Spay/Neuter & Shelter Med

 13% Supporting Services

 10% Public Education Programs

 3% Companion Animal Programs

Revenue 
$18.5M

 46% Contributions & Bequests

 46% Fees for Service

 8%  Investment Income and 
Other Revenues

 excludes non-operating income from 
 gains/losses on investments

For the San Francisco SPCA, fiscal 2011–2012 was a year of 
investments—in our programs, our buildings and physical plant, 
and our reserves—that provided outstanding results and set us  
on the path to ending animal abandonment in San Francisco. 

The SF SPCA ran a substantial surplus the previous fiscal year due 
to several extraordinary bequests. We invested these resources in 
fiscal 2011–2012 in three important ways:

•  First and foremost, we invested in our programs:

 o  New marketing and outreach efforts resulted in the most 
adoptions in a decade. 

 o  We performed the most spay/neuters in the SF SPCA’s 
history, over 80 percent of which were discounted or free. 

 o  We expanded hospital charity programs by 21 percent. 

 o  We doubled the number of free vaccine clinics in 
disadvantaged neighborhoods. 

 o  We stretched ourselves to take in more of the most difficult 
animals with grave medical issues or behavior challenges. 

We did all of this while becoming more efficient in the way we 
operate, bringing support services—overhead—down for the 
second year in a row.

• Second, we invested in our buildings and physical plant:

 o  We improved signage throughout our campus to ensure 
that potential adopters and clients can find us easily. 

 o  We “greened” much of our space, achieving LEED Gold 
status for part of it. This will allow us to reduce our use of 
fossil fuels and redirect that money to save animals. 

•  Third, we bolstered our financial reserves, the interest and 
dividends from which will help animals for the years to come. 

As a result of these investments, the SF SPCA’s expenses exceeded 
revenue in fiscal 2012. But rest assured that we continue to operate 
prudently and within our means. The surplus from fiscal 2010–2011 
helped us build a stronger SF SPCA in 2012. These investments are 
already yielding spectacular results, and we look forward to raising 
the bar even higher next year. 

We are immensely grateful to our donors and volunteers. It is their 
generosity that makes everything we do at the SF SPCA possible. 

SF SPCA >>  2012 Annual Report >> 

Our 2012 Financials
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Vision 2020: Prevention, 
Rescue, Education
Imagine a community 
where every animal has 
a loving home, where 
animals are no longer 
abandoned, and where 
advocates work with 
policymakers to ensure 
animal welfare. 

Prevention >> 
•  Prevention of overpopulation and surrenders helps ensure that animals never need to enter a shelter. We’ll 

achieve this by offering services such as free and low-cost spay/neuter, comprehensive behavior resources 
and services, and charity veterinary care.

Rescue >> 
•  Rescuing every healthy, adoptable, and medically treatable cat and dog is our no-kill heritage, and our 

commitment is unwavering. We will continue to increase adoptions, offer post-adoption support, expand 
foster programs, and expose puppy mills.

Education >> 
•  Education rounds out the Vision 2020 plan. We are embedded in the community to be a resource of 

information, support, and to encourage advocacy. The SF SPCA is investing in the next generation of animal 
advocates by creating a robust youth program, and our Animal Assisted Therapy program reaches tens of 
thousands of people each year.
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Imagine a community where every animal has a loving home, 
where animals are no longer abandoned, and where advocates 
work with policymakers to ensure animal welfare.

We can imagine it, and Vision 2020 is our roadmap for 
achieving it.

During fiscal year 2011–2012, we launched Vision 2020,  
our plan to end animal abandonment in San Francisco by 
the year 2020. Today, San Francisco is the safest major 
American city for homeless dogs and cats, and we plan to 
continue leading the nation by becoming the first city where 
animals are not abandoned. 

We’ve identified the three main reasons animals end up in 
shelters: overpopulation, barriers to veterinary care, and 
behavioral issues. Vision 2020 is built on three pillars that 
address those issues: Prevention, Rescue, and Education. 

Vision 2020 lays the blueprint for how San Francisco will 
continue to be an exemplary city for animal welfare. We  
have already begun working toward the goal of ending 
animal abandonment, and this report details the progress 
we made during the last fiscal year. We could not have 
made these strides without your support. Thank you for 

working with us to help make San Francisco a sanctuary  
for dogs and cats in need.

Advocacy is also a key educational component of Vision 
2020. During the last fiscal year, Brandy Kuentzel joined the 
SF SPCA as Corporate Counsel and Director of Advocacy, 
and she oversees our new Advocacy Department. 

Our goal is to identify opportunities to directly address animal 
welfare issues, and then educate our supporters about how 
they can help. In the coming months, the SF SPCA will expand 
its animal advocacy efforts. Drawing on our expertise, we will 
identify and develop advocacy opportunities in our community 
and foster cooperation among community leaders looking  
to reach the common goal of advancing animal welfare. 
Kuentzel invites SF SPCA supporters to be a part of our 
efforts to shape public policy through legislative processes, 
citizen initiatives, and consumer education campaigns. 

To learn more about the SF SPCA’s ongoing advocacy work 
and the issues that animals in our community face today, 
visit our website at sfspca.org/advocacy. Contact Kuentzel 
at advocacy@sfspca.org to receive periodic emails focused 
on current animal law and advocacy issues.

2012 Highlight: Anti-Puppy Mill Campaign

After conducting a survey 
of Bay Area residents, we 
were moved to launch an 
anti-puppy mill campaign 
to educate people about 
the deplorable conditions 
in puppy mills and the 
deceptive practices of 
irresponsible breeders. 

The survey showed that the No. 1 place where people got 
their dogs was online:

•  Approximately 30 percent of puppies purchased in 
San Francisco are from puppy mills. 

•  51 percent of those who purchased dogs online would not 
knowingly purchase from a puppy mill, yet 19 percent 
don’t know about puppy mills.

The campaign, developed in conjunction with BBDO San 
Francisco, an advertising agency that provided the creative 
pro bono, had a core message: Don’t Buy Online. Adopt 
Locally. There were three core components:

•  BlueSpringValleyDogs.com: a microsite that illustrates  
the deceptive nature of puppy mill advertising.

•  Puppies in newspaper bins: a guerilla marketing tactic 
that highlighted the realities of puppy mills.

•  Television ad campaign: showing that when people buy  
a dog online, they don’t really know where it comes from 
and what conditions it was bred in.

A post-campaign survey indicated that we increased 
awareness of the dangers of buying online and were able to 
change people’s thoughts about where to get their next dog. 

To learn more about puppy mills, visit sfspca.org/nomills. 
To see the campaign, visit bluespringvalleydogs.com and 
our YouTube channel at youtube.com/sanfranciscospca.

SF SPCA >>  Vision 2020 >> 

2012: Advocacy and Our 
Anti-Puppy Mill Campaign

5
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When he saw this 3-year-old male cat in his yard, local resident Maxwell 
called the SF SPCA Community Cats program, and came in to pick up a 
humane box trap. After a quick training, he set the trap up in his yard. The 
next morning, the cat was at our Spay/Neuter Clinic—one of 17 feral cats 
spayed or neutered that day. 

While under anesthesia and monitoring by the surgical team, the cat was 
given an exam, vaccinated for FVRCP and rabies, and given medication to 
prevent worms and parasites. His left ear was tipped to identify him as a 
neutered and cared-for Community Cat. 

The day after his surgery, the cat was returned to the spot where he was 
trapped. Maxwell sets food out for him each morning, and watches over him 
to ensure he stays cared for and healthy. 

While this photo was being taken, Maxwell was setting a trap for a female 
cat, who will receive the same care and treatment with our program, and 
best of all, ensure that no more feral kittens will be born. 
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SF SPCA Veterinary Hospital/Community Cares Initiative/Behavior Resources/Spay and Neuter Clinic

The first principle of ending animal abandonment is to reduce intake into shelters by reducing overpopulation and mitigating the 
reasons for abandonment. 

•  The San Francisco SPCA Veterinary Hospital saw a third 
straight year of strong growth in fiscal year 2011–2012. 
Revenue increased by 9 percent, while charitable care 
increased by 21 percent. The charity care program 
provided $2.2 million in treatment for owned animals, 
allowing those who could not otherwise afford the care  
to keep their pets in their homes. 

•  Reducing the overall animal population is the key component 
to reducing intake. To that end, the SF SPCA Spay/Neuter 
Clinic performed 10,283 surgeries, a 12 percent increase 
over last year and setting a new record. Forty-three 
percent of the surgeries were for owned animals. 

•  Community Cats, the program that cares for the city’s 
feral and abandoned cat population with Trap-Neuter-
Release (TNR) and cat colony management, grew by 8 
percent. We spayed or neutered more than 1,500 feral 
cats, reducing the number of kittens entering the shelter.

•  The Community Cares Initiative, which offers free vaccines 
to dogs in underserved communities doubled in size. 
Over 1,600 dogs in Bayview-Hunter’s Point and the 
Outer Mission were vaccinated for free at monthly clinics.  
These preventive measures will reduce the number of 
sick dogs surrendered or abandoned in the city. Many 
clients signed up to spay or neuter their companion. 

•  We established a Behavior Resources department headed 
by Dr. Jeannine Berger, DVM, DACVB, a veterinarian and 
board-certified behaviorist. Dr. Berger works with the 
behaviorally challenged animals in our shelter, sees 
private clients at the veterinary hospital, and oversees our 
dog training program, which saw a 12 percent increase 
in attendance. Dr. Berger’s approach is to strengthen the 
human-animal bond by helping guardians understand 
their animal’s behavior—its roots and causes as well as 
treatment methods.

Johnny Cannon and Kane
Johnny Cannon and his dog Kane are Hunters Point Community Cares 
Initiative clients who attend vaccine clinics and dog training classes. 

“My wife picked Kane out 17 months ago. We’d always had large dogs, 
and the responsibility fell on me, but this time we wanted someone she 
could handle. 

“Not long after, she got sick with diabetes, and then pancreatic cancer. 
She passed a year ago, and Kane has been my best friend. He looks 
for her, and I tell him, ‘Mommy isn’t coming home. It’s just us.’

“He gets me up in the morning and gets me out of the house. Bringing 
him to the vaccine clinic, and now to doggy school each week, has 
been so much fun. He’s a real star at school. Not sure what I would do 
without Kane.” 

SF SPCA >>  Vision 2020 >> Prevention >>

Prevention
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Adoption/Foster and Fospice Care/Shelter Medicine/Sido Program

The Sido Program: 
Peace of mind for pet guardians
Along with Rosie and Betty (pictured), Veronique Lauriault has enrolled 
her Chihuahua, Kai, and rescue cats Minou, Moby, and Mochi in the 
Sido Program. Veronique has been an SF SPCA adopter and volunteer 
for many years. She enrolled in the Sido Program to make sure that 
there was a good plan in place if her companion animal family members 
outlived her. 

In those situations, the SF SPCA takes responsibility for each enrolled 
pet and provides exceptional care and attention in the Adoption Center 
before finding them new, loving homes. Visit sfspca.org/sido.

The second principle of Vision 2020 is to continue to do what we’ve been doing for 144 years—rescuing homeless cats and 
dogs and finding new, loving homes for them. We are moving the needle on adoption numbers by focusing on high-volume 
adoptions, reducing length of stay, changing adoption vs. buy behaviors, and expanding the foster program.

•  In 2011–2012, we focused on high-volume adoption 
opportunities to increase the number of animals placed in 
loving homes. We finished the year with 4,525 adoptions, 
the most in a decade. Efforts to increase adoption 
numbers included offering adoption specials at targeted 
times of the year, creating adopt-a-thon events to 
increase traffic, and optimizing adoptions at Macy’s 
Holiday Windows.

•  We supported these increased adoption numbers by 
fine-tuning our Shelter Medicine program to ensure that 
healthy, vaccinated, spayed/neutered animals are ready 
to find new homes when the demand is greatest. 

•  The Foster Care program is instrumental in readying 
underage and recovering animals for adoption. Last year, 
the foster volunteers provided temporary homes  
for more than 1,200 cats, kittens, dogs, and puppies. 

•  In Spring 2012, we launched an advocacy campaign 
focusing on changing behavior from buying puppies 
online to adopting from shelters. Research showed that  
a large percentage of dogs in San Francisco come from 
breeders. The campaign sought to raise awareness of 
the perils of buying puppies from breeders online and 
redirect to adopting from shelters. (see page 5)

•  We take in every healthy, adoptable, and medically 
treatable cat or dog offered by our partner, San Francisco 
Animal Care and Control. We also bring in animals from 
local shelters that are hugely overburdened. In addition, 
we support our local partner rescues. The Alliance grant 
program, which was launched in 2011–2012, provides 
partner rescues with a grant for each animal saved.

SF SPCA >>  Vision 2020 >> Rescue >>

Rescue
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Cherry, a 6-month-old Beagle mix, came to us from San Francisco Animal 
Care and Control after being picked up as a stray. This amazing little girl had 
likely been hit by a car and was suffering from a fractured femur that needed 
surgical repair. Within 24 hours of arriving at the SF SPCA, an orthopedic 
specialist had plated her leg. Following the surgery, she was closely monitored 

in the shelter treatment room for three weeks while the shelter medicine 
team managed her pain and provided post-surgical physiotherapy. Three 
weeks after coming to see us, Cherry was spayed and ready to find her  
new loving home. 
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Jimmy Ortiz, pictured with Morie, lost his dad, suddenly and tragically, when 
he was 10½ years old. He shied away from his regular activities for fear that 
his peers wouldn’t understand his situation. 

Then he found the outlet that he needed—SF SPCA Animal Camp. He was 
offered a scholarship, and it became one of his favorite places. Jimmy was 

very attached to his dad’s dog, and took over training him with the skills he 
learned at the SF SPCA camp. 

“Animals are always easy to be around,” Jimmy says, “because they seem to 
understand when you’re sad, and cheer you up!”
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Humane Education/Animal Assisted Therapy/Behavior & Training/Pet Loss Support/Hearing Dog Program/
Public Information

Strengthening the human animal bond through interaction and education is paramount in creating animal advocates in our 
community today and in the generations to follow. 

•  The Humane Education department continues to grow and 
make more advocates of the next generation. In 2011–
2012, Humane Education camp enrollment increased 23 
percent. Over 5,100 kids and teens joined us throughout 
the year for camps, volunteer programs, birthday parties, 
and more. 

•  The San Francisco SPCA Animal Assisted Therapy 
program is the longest-established of its kind. Last  
year, AAT celebrated its 40th anniversary and touched 
the lives of 79,300 people. The program, which grew  
by 9 percent, reached out to hospitals, nursing homes, 
and schools. 

 o  In 2011–2012, AAT launched MESCAAT: Mastery, 
Empathy & Social Conscience through AAT, 
addressing the needs of clients with mental  
health concerns. 

 o  The Puppy Dog Tales program, which allows kids  
to read to animals, continues to grow, and recent 
research has proven its efficacy.

•  Our Pet Loss Support Group, run by Dr. Betty Carmack, 
helps people through one of the most difficult times— 
the loss of a pet. In 1982, the San Francisco SPCA was 
the first animal organization to offer grief support and 
continues to do so monthly.

•  In 1978, the San Francisco SPCA Hearing Dog Program 
was established to train homeless dogs as service animals 
and place them with hearing-impaired guardians. The 
program continues to support over 100 active hearing 
dog graduate teams. 

Dog Training
Guardians cite behavioral issues as the most common reason for 
surrendering their animals to a shelter. For that reason, dog training  
is a major focus of the San Francisco SPCA. 

The SF SPCA is dedicated to making training accessible to all dog 
guardians in the community. Throughout the last year, our classes 
educated thousands of guardians about the importance of a strong 
human-canine bond. 

Our class offerings range from beginner to advanced, with specialty 
class curricula developed in conjunction with our staff veterinary 
behaviorist, Dr. Jeannine Berger. Classes address common issues 
such as separation anxiety and fearfulness, which can affect up to  
half of all dogs. 

By addressing these issues as they arise, we keep more dogs where 
they truly belong: in their loving homes.

SF SPCA >>  Vision 2020 >> Education >>

Education
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The San Francisco SPCA is lucky to have one of the most dedicated, hardworking volunteer corps an organization could imagine. 
Our 1,000-plus volunteers give love and comfort to shelter cats and dogs, assist with adoptions, care for foster animals, trap 
feral cats, go on AAT visits, and help at special events. Volunteers are vital to the success of the SF SPCA and to saving the 
lives of thousands of cats and dogs.

•  Volunteers visit with cats and kittens every day, giving 
them love and comfort and keeping them happy and 
ready for adoption. Teams of volunteers can often be 
seen walking SF SPCA dogs around the campus. 
Specially trained volunteers provide care for animals  
in treatment in Shelter Medicine.

•  Volunteers counsel clients in meeting and choosing the 
cat or dog that is right for them, helping to ensure a 
lasting match.

•  High school volunteer programs allow teens to thrive  
at the SF SPCA by giving them the opportunity to gain 
hands-on experience with shelter animals and in the 
administrative offices.

•  Volunteers help our Community Cares, Animal Assisted 
Therapy, Foster, and Fospice programs continue to grow. 
Volunteers are also instrumental at high-volume adoption 
events and throughout the holiday season at Macy’s 
Holiday Windows, where volunteers last year collected 
nearly $80,000 in donations. 

•  All of the photographs you see on the adoption pages of 
our website are thanks to the generosity and diligence  
of our photography volunteers. The high standard of 
excellence increases interest in the animals available for 
adoption and decreases our average length of stay. 

Dog Volunteer: Chris Davies
For eight years, Chris Davies has walked, trained, and socialized SF SPCA dogs—but that’s 
just the beginning. He volunteers at events, Community Cares vaccine clinics, adopt-a-thons, 
Macy’s Holiday Windows—wherever he can lend a hand, he does. 

Chris makes another important contribution to the SF SPCA: He leads the Beginning Shelter 
Dog class for new volunteers, imparting his knowledge and love for the work that he does here. 

“One of the most rewarding experiences is to see a dog come back to life. Ella (pictured) came 
into the adoption center scared and traumatized. She was emotionally shut down, not even 
looking at people,” he said. 

“Thanks to patient and loving volunteers, she was coaxed to gain confidence, slowly coming 
out of her shell. Within just a few weeks, Ella has fully blossomed, regaining what must have 
been her former confidence. 

“She became my personal love and the favorite of many volunteers and staff. Ella became  
the most joyful dog ever, rolling and squealing with delight upon visits to her, and bouncing 
with joy outside. And when she found her forever home, we volunteers could only feel warmth 
in our hearts.”

Chris adds, “The year’s best volunteer job is mine. Don’t tell the dogs, but I’m Santa Paws.”

SF SPCA >>  Community >>

Volunteers
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Acclaimed San Francisco interior designer Ken Fulk (left) donates his time as 
a member of the SF SPCA Board of Directors. Shown here with partner Kurt 
Wootton and their dogs, Hubbell and Delilah, Ken has also contributed his 

design talents this past year to make the Humane Education Center and  
SF SPCA campus joyful places to visit or work.
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•  The SF SPCA is supported by private donations. We 
receive no government funding, and are completely 
independent of national organizations such as the 
ASPCA and The Humane Society of the United States.

•  Charity Navigator ranks us among the Top 10 Animal 
Welfare organizations in the nation.

•  Thanks to our high-volume, low-cost spay/neuter clinic, 
San Francisco has one of the highest spay/neuter rates 
in the country. We perform over 10,000 surgeries per 
year, over 85 percent of which are discounted or free. 

•  Over the past 15 years, the number of cats and dogs 
surrendered in San Francisco has dropped 50 percent.

•  The San Francisco SPCA’s Leanne B. Roberts Animal 
Care Center, which houses our public veterinary hospital, 
shelter medicine department and spay/neuter clinic, is the 
second-largest animal care facility in North America.

•  The San Francisco SPCA Veterinary Hospital is the 
largest public veterinary hospital in San Francisco. All 
profits support clients with financial need.

•  The San Francisco SPCA is proud to be the birthplace 
of the “no-kill” movement, which dictates that no 
healthy, adoptable, or medically treatable animal should 
be euthanized. We find loving homes for over 4,500 
animals a year. That’s an average of 15 adoptions every 
day we’re open. 

•  San Francisco is the safest major city in the United States 
to be a homeless dog or cat.

•  The SF SPCA Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT) program 
is the oldest and largest in the nation associated with 
a humane society. AAT brings the healing power of 
animals to hospitals, retirement communities, veterans’ 
centers, schools, and more. Our volunteers visit over 
79,000 people every year. 

SF SPCA >> Did You Know? >>

Did You Know?

Hannah and Trevor Willson have busy careers: She is director of 
sales for HelloWallet, and he is a director at Corporate Executive 
Board. Nevertheless, they not only are donors, but they also  
find time to volunteer for the SF SPCA Animal Assisted Therapy 
Program. Hannah and Trevor relish in the joy their pug, Gizmo, 
brings to the patients at a local rehabilitation center.
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